
Final project: Important timeline

• The final reports are due on December 6 (please email to me as pdfs).

• Everyone will present their results in short presentation on December 3 and 5, starting
at 9:00 a.m. in SSC 604. Important:

– Pdfs with presentations should be send to me the night before. We will be using
my laptop for all presentations.

– Time limit will be strictly enforced. Each talk is 15 min presentation + 5 min
questions.

– Each presentation should include very brief motivation, outline of computational
design (what is to be calculated), brief summary of computational protocols (how
things are calculated). Then show essencial results with analysis. It is understood
that you won’t be able to present all your results, so choose wisely what you choose
to present and explain. As part of conclusions, specify what else you done/plan
to do.
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General guidelines for the final project report

• Start with the introduction (be brief but specific). Clearly state the goal of your
calculations.

• Explain preciecly WHAT you will be calculating (desing of the study). Make sure to
define the terms you are using. Then explain HOW you will compute these quantities
(computational protocols).

• In the next section, present and explain qualitative molecular orbital framework, elec-
tronic configuration and bonding picture (Lewis structure) of the ground and, if rel-
evant, lowest excited states. If relevant, analyze symmetry (MOs, electronic states,
vibrations). Support bonding analysis based on MO by doing NBO calculations.

• Characterize structures and frequencies using DFT. What did you learn from these
calculations?

• If relevant, describe lowest excited states (CIS and Koopmans). If relevant, discuss
general properties first (e.g., symmetry imposed selection rules and degeneracies, etc),
and only then proceed to the numbers.

• Now, when we understand the system, proceed to your project question. Explain what
calculations you perform to answer your question, what results did you obtain, and
how you interpret them, i.e., what does it all mean.

• Make sure you clearly describe type of calculations performed. Ask yourself if you
provide sufficient details for someone else to reproduce your results.

• Summarize the relevant data in tables (pay attention to significant digits) and also
present them graphically. Discuss which trends you observed and what does it mean.
In total energies, show six digits after decimal point. Bond lengths: show 3 digits
after decimal point. Excitation/ionization energies: present in eV, show 2 digits after
decimal point. If available, compare against the experiment or higher-level methods.

• In conclusions, make sure you critically assess the quality and reliability of your results.
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General remarks on computational labs and project as-

signments

1. Always include your name.

2. Lab reports and project assignments must be typed. As a common decency, please
proof-read your writing and always run the spellchecker.

3. Do not attach raw outputs. Instead, compile relevant data in tables and figures.

4. Always provide sufficient information for someone else to be able to reproduce your
calculation exactly. This includes Cartesian coordinates, charge, multiplicity, basis,
and method. In addition, always provide nuclear repulsion energy and total SCF
energy. If the system has symmetry, provide the electronic configuration of the SCF
solution.

5. Report total energies in hartrees, with 6 decimal points.

6. For energy differences and spectroscopically relevant quantities (IEs, excitation ener-
gies), report the values both in hartrees and in electron-volts (and in kcal/mol for
reaction energies). For most cases, 2 decimal points are sufficient.

7. For structural parameters, use Angstroms and degrees; give 3-4 decimal points for
bond-lengths and 2 for angles.

8. Whenever possible, try to follow the notations used in class in equations and analysis.

9. Be clear and specific explaining what you report; use descriptive captions for tables
and figures.

10. Whenever possible, complement the tables and numeric data with graphical represen-
tation.

11. Always include analysis of the results. Mind the difference between the ’data’ and
’results’, and between ’description’ and ’analysis’.
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